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Listings keep moving even if it pretends to
remain static for quite a while. ITFirms
showcases its latest list of top AngularJS
Development Companies!
NEW YORK, UNITED STATES, April 3,
2019 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Website
development is not complete without
additional programs that facilitate part
of the work. These are software that
has embedded functionality to
facilitate and accelerate the creation
and combination of various elements
of a software project. (a.k.a
frameworks)
AngularJS (as the subject matter here)
has emerged as one such key web
development technology besides
equally competent counterparts in
form of React.js and Vue.js.
Being 10 years old now, AngularJS has
emerged as a strong open-source front
end framework in the JavaScript world
over the past few years. Supported by
Google (which gives a satisfaction that
in any case, Google will be there to
support), it is easy to use, fast, easy to
develop and test. Initially, AngularJS
was used as MVC or MVVM according
to the requirements. The Angular
framework is known for its community
and developer support services and
has established itself as a reliable
framework as it includes off-the-rack
tools.
ITFirms lists out a list of AngularJS
developers that is certainly going to be
useful when app compatibility with
various browsers is a necessity.
1. Konstant Infosolutions
2. Hidden Brains
3. MentorMate

4. Eleks
5. LOVATA
6. VironIT
7. MLSDev
8. Matellio
9. Cleveroad
10. Nextware Technologies
For a complete list of top AngularJS development companies, check out this list https://www.itfirms.co/top-angularjs-development-companies/
HTML was never designed for dynamic views on websites. AngularJS comes with a resolution for
this. This makes the resultant application expressive, readable and quick to develop. AngularJS
helps strike a perfect balance between the complexities of low to medium, features server-side
rendering support services and is the best way to create applications that are high on
performance.
About ITFirms
ITFirms.co is research and reviews firm that has been picking the best performers from within
web and mobile domains. The companies that make into their list are those which are highly
focused on core competency, readily embrace new technologies, have highly competitive pricing
and speed of services, carry a unique value proposition, their upward trend seems to increase at
a lightning rate and showcase consistent growth.
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